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ABSTRACT
This paper continues the investigation of thesurprisingly slow and
weak international transmission of inflation indicatedby the Mark III
International Transmission Model. The Mark IV Simulation Modelis presented.
This is a simplified version of the Mark III Model whichretains the trans-
mission channels found significant in the Mark III and issuitable for simu-
lation experiments. Separate versions of the Mark IV modeldescribe the
pegged and (dirty) floating exchange regimes. In order to be consistent
with the stochastic processes governing policy variables in thesample
period, policy experiments involved one percentage point increases in the
disturbances of those processes for a singlequarter with the behavior
thereafter governed by the estimated process. U.S.money shocks were im-
mediately mimicked (in accord with the monetary approach) inGermany but
only with a lag (specie—flow mechanism) in the Netherlands. Canadaand the
U.K. showed only Keynesian absorption transmission. Weakertransmission
isgenerally found under floating exchange rates with a J—curveimportant
inthe dynamics. No significant internationaltransmission was found in
experiments involving money shocks in the U.K. and Germany and realgovern-
ment spending shocks in the U.S., U.K., and Germany. Themoney shock experiments
indicated short—run money control in U.K. andGermany, although less under
pegged than floating rates.
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The Mark III International Transmission Modelwas constructed to test
and measure the importance of alternative channelsof international, trans-
mission including the effects of capital and tradeflows on the money sup-
ply, of export shocks on aggregate demand, of assetsubstitution on money
demand, and of variations in the real price of oil.This quarterly econo-
metric model was estimated using data for 1957through 1976 for the United
States, United Kingdom, Canada, France, Germany,Italy, Japan, and the
Netherlands. The results, reported inDarby and Stockman (1980), indicated
surprisingly slow and weak transmission fromcountry to country. The
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startling implication that substantial sterilization policies were success-
ful in achieving short—run monetary control under pegged exchange rateswas
confirmed by simple reduced—form tests in Darby (1980b). Thispaper con-
tinues the investigation of these findings by presenting the results ofex-
periments with a simulation version of the Mark III International Transmis-
sion Model.
The results here generally support the earlierfindings of weak trans-
mission. The only exception is Germany for which a U.S.monetary shock is
rapidly mimicked under pegged exchange rates. But since a domesticGermany
money supply shock also affects German real income and prices, the Germans
may have been acquiescent rather than impotent to resist U.S. monetary policy.
Predictions of the monetary approach to floatingexchange rates are not borne
out in the simulations either: Although the results hereare sensitive to
specification, a J-curve phenomenon appears to be operative. Although
monetary shocks in nonreserve countries have sensible domestic effects,
international transmission is trivial. Similarly the domestic effectsof
real government spending shocks are too small to havean appreciable foreign
impact in any case examined. These results force us to question the
standard assumptions which imply strong channels for Internationaltransmission
since those channels are not obvious in the data.
The Mark IV model is outlined In Section I.Section II discusses the
simulation results for the United Statesmoney shock experiments. The
third section illustrates the results of
nonreserve—country_money_shock
experiments and of real—governmen_soc experiments.The final section
presents Conclusions and suggestions for future research.3
I. The Simulation Model
The Mark III model was designed totest a number of popular hypotheses
about the transmission of inflation whileallowing for a variety of lag
patterns across countries. Unfortunately thelarge number of insignificant
coefficients and collinear endogenous variablesmakes the model unusable
for simulation purposes. Aspecial simulation version of the model (the
MarkIV)has been created by droppinginsignificant variables and combining
terms'except where variables are left in to permittransmission or for
strong a—priori reasons (such as the interest—rateterms in the money—
demand or price—level equation). Theresulting model thus Includes the sig-
nificant relationships of the Mark III modelbut is sufficiently simplified
for the reasonable calculation ofsimulation results. Given theway in
which the model was derived, classical
statistical statements cannot be
made with respect to the Mark IV.Itspurpose instead is to illustrate the
implications of the relationships foundsignificant in the Mark III model.
The Mark IVmodel exists intwo versions. The pegged—exchange_rate
version(Mark IV—PEG) combines thereserve—country (U.S.) submode].with the
pegged—ratesubmodej.s for theseven nonreserve countries. Floating—rate
nonreserve submodej.s are used instead of the
floating—exchange rate version
(Mark IV—FLT). A detailed presentationof the basic structure is available
in the description of the Mark III model.2An Appendix to this paper lists
the actual computer model togetherwith the estimated coefficients. The
remainder of this section summarIzes themodel.
The Mark III model was formulatedto test and measure the empirical
Importance of alternative channels of international
transmission including
the effects of capital and trade flowson the money supply, of export shocks4
on aggregate demand, of asset substitution onmoney demand, and of variations
in the real price of oil. The Mark IV modelincorporates these channels to
the extent that they were supported by the data.
The reserve—country submodel of the Mark IV consistsof 9 behavioral
equations and 13 identities.3 The behavioral equations determinea
skeletal macroeconometric model (real income,price level, unemployment
rate, nominal money, and interest rate) together with a bitmore detailed
international sector (exports, imports, importprices, and capital flows).
Thepegged—exchange—rate nonreserve submodels are basically thesameas
thereservesubmodel with the important exception that the balance ofpay-
ments enters the nonreserve (but not the reserve) countries'money—supply
reaction functions.4 The floating nonreserve submodelsdiffer only in their
international sectors: To make the seven
domestic—currency_per...dollar exchange
rates endogenous an exchange—intervention reaction functionis added to
determine the balance of payments previously determinedby an identity.
The sector is then renorinalized to solve for theexchange rate.5
Let us first examine the skeletal macroeconometricmodel included in
each of the submodels. Real income and the(nominal) interest rate are deter-
mined by shocks (innovations) in themoney supply, real government spending,
and real exports, and for the interest rateequation only, the expected inflation
rate.6 Thus real incomeand the real interest rate are affected by
the factors which unexpectedly shiftaggregate demand relative to aggregate
supply. The price—level equations simply equate short—runmoney demand to
moneysupply.7 Nominalmoney Supply is determined by a reaction function
in response to lagged inflation and unemploymentrates, to current and
lagged government spending shocks, and for nonreserve countries tocurrent
and lagged balances of payments. The unemployment rate isdetermined by a5
dynamic version of Okun's law for the United States, UnitedKingdom, and
France. Changes in measured unemployment and realincome were uncorrelated
for the other countries; so for them theunemployment equation is deleted
and logarithmic transitory income used instead inthe money—supply reac-
tion function.
Theincluded channels by which international shockscan betransmitted
to these basic macroeconomic variables are three innumber: (1) For the
nonreserve countries, the current and lagged balances ofpayments affect
the nominal money supply. The estimates indicatedvery substantial if not
total sterilization of the current balance ofpayments in every case, how-
ever. This is consistent with the central banks'pursuing money—growth or
interest—rate goals set in response,among other things, to past data on the
balance of payments. (2) Export shocks affect bothreal income and the interest
rate along standard Keynesian absorption lines. (3) Anasset substitution
channel exists by which foreign interestrates adjusted by expected deprecia-
tion can affect money demand and the price level inthe United Kingdom,
France, and Japan. The real oil price does not enter in thissector but in
the international sector and influences the domesticeconomy through these
three channels. Tests of direct real influenceswill be reported at length
in The International Transmission of Inflationvolume.
The reserve and pegged—nonreserve international sectors will bedis-
cussed next.The export equation depends on foreign real income, the real
price of oil, the domestic and foreign price levels, and theexchange rate.
Imports are explained by a demand equation including domestic real income
and current and lagged import prices relative to theprice level. Import6
prices in turn depend on import supply variables such as the size of im-
ports, foreign price levels, and the exchange rate. The capital—flows
equations allow for interest rate and expected depreciation effects,foreign
and domestic real income effects, and trade—deficitfinancing. In the floating—
non—reserve models the import demand and supply equations are renormalized to
relative—import—price and exchange—rate equations, respectively. The added
balance—of—payments or intervention equation relates the balance to changes
in exchange rates relative to lagged changes and lagged changes in relative
purchasing power.
One check of model adequacy which might uncover omitted channels of
transmission was suggested by Bob Flood. Omitted channels will showup
as correlations of the residuals of the model's equations. These correla-
tions were checked for the Mark III Model both within each country and for
U.S. nominal money, real income, and price level versus all foreign variables.
Little more than the expected number of correlations were significant at
the 5% level for either the pegged or floating period and no pair of cor-
relations was significant in more than two cases. Therefore it was concluded
that the model adequately represented the channels apparent in the data.
The international sector thus incorporates a variety of potential
channels of transmission. For example, as suggested by the monetary ap-
proach, either trade or capital flows might cause huge movements in the
balance of payments (and hence money) if domestic prices or interest rates
were to begin to differ from international parity values. This did not
appear likely from the small estimated coefficients, but only simulations
can determine this definitely. So let us now turn to some simulation ex-
periments.7
II. U.S. Money Shock Experiments
As is well known,8 a common problemwith policy studies based on
econometric models is that the policyexperiment is often inconsistent with
the policy regime for which themodel is estimated. As a result, the
simulated behavior may be irrationalunder the alternative policy regime.
Thus one must choose a policyexperiment which is consistent with the
estimated model. The consistentpolicy experiment chosen is a 0.01 in-
crease in the disturbance term of the U.S.
nominal—money—supply reaction
function for one quarter. Thereafter the
money Supply develops according
to the endogenous structure of the model.
This experiment was performed for boththe pegged and floating versions
of the Mark IV simulation model.9 Themain results for the United States
are summarized in the six panels of Figure 1.This figure shows the
difference between the simulated values ofthe major variables given the one
percent money shock and the values in thecorresponding base sinilulation without
the money shcok; for ease in discussion alldifferences are reported in basis
points)0 Note that thevertical scales are adjusted to the simulatedvaria-
tions so that similar appearing movementsmay be for much different magnitudes.
We first note that for the U.S., it makesvery little difference whether the
pegged or floating model is examined. In eithercase, nominal money initially
increases by one percent (100 basispoints) and then fluctuates between 75
and 150 basis points. Thus for the U.S.a one—quarter shock to the money—
supply reaction function has a persistent effecton the actual nominal money
supply. Given the response of nominalmoney, the other variables respond reason-
ably in terms of standard macroeconomic lore:Real income is initially (peaking8
at about 160 basis points) increased, but this effect washes out after two
years. Prices gradually rise, reaching 50 basis points two years after the
shock. There is a brief liquidity effect apparent in the interest rate, but
this is quickly reversed as inflationaryexpectations and income effects
became (temporary) important. Export movements are trivial, suggesting
that feedback from foreign effects is negligible for the United States.
Only the very slight balance of payments response seems at all surprising.
Figures 2 through 5 present the corresponding results for the United
11
Kingdom, Canada, Germany, and the Netherlands. Let us first examine
Germany (Figure 4). In the pegged rate period, we have a response generally
consistent with the monetary approach to the balance of payments: A large
initial balance of payments surplus (0.6 percent of GDP or about 6.6 Percent
of base money!) overwhelms the Deutsche Bundesbank's partial sterilization
policy so that the money supply is increased nearly as much as in the United
States. A similar pattern of temporary real income effects and gradual price
increase is also seen but there is no initial liquidity effect indicated
for the Interest rate. The Netherlands (Figure 5) money supply increases
much more gradually under pegged exchange rates, with the effect on exports
initially important for both real Income and the interest rate. This pattern
seems consistent with a Humean specie—flow mechanism in which monetary trans-
mission is more gradual and there is a significant short—run effect on trade
flows (see panel (f)) both via absorption (foreign real income) and relative
price channels. However for the United Kingdom and Canada (Figures 2 and 3)
under pegged rates, there is no sign of monetary transmission in either the
balance of payments or money supply. There is evidence of real income (and
for the United Kingdom) interest rate effects, but these seem to derive from
absorption type effects of increased exports. The price levels even fall slightly
due to income effects increasing the real quantity of money demanded.9
Summingup, under pegged exchange rates the simulation resultsvary
from the monetary approach paradigm(Germany), through the Humean lagged
monetary adjustment paradigm (Netherlands), to thesimple Keynesian
absorption in which prices and interest ratesare irrelevant (the United
Kingdom and Canada). Clearly the results arepartially puzzling whatever
view of transmission one might hold. Theconstruction of the Mark III
model had attempted to allow the data to choosewhich transmission patterns
are important; at least that attemptappears to have been successful.
The floating period results for the same fournonreserve countries
are probleniatica]. in that the initial effect (ifany) of the U.S. money
supply increase is to depreciate the exchange rates.'2This result may
reflect a structural problem in the Mark IVmodel. Only in the import
supply equation were strong, consistent exchange—rate effectsobtained in
the pegged period. This equation was solvedfor the logarithmic change in
the exchange rate in the floatingperiod. (An intervention equation was
also added to explain the balance ofpayments.) In initial unconstrained
estimates for the floating period, thelogarithmic change in import prices
entered with a coefficient of between 0.3 and 0.5while the change in the
dollar—denominated rest—of—the—world price indexentered with coefficients
of —1.5 to —3. In theory, these coefficientsshould be of equal magnitude
and opposite signs; this theory is consistentwith the pegged—period esti-
mates.Unfortunately the floating—period estimatesappear to be dominated
by common movements in exchange rates against thedollar. Simulations
using the unconstrained, inconsistent coefficients,resulted in nearly
universalinitial exchange rate appreciations oftwo percent whichgrow to
seven percent after two years with nocorresponding movements in interest10
rates or price levels. For this reason, the constraint of a single coef-
ficient on the logarithmic change in the ratio of import to rest—of—world
prices was imposed. When the constraint is imposed, however, the surprising
initial depreciation results. These results are reported since, as explained
immediately below, some sense can be made of them and they do illustrate the
potentially perverse effects of a 3—curve phenomenon.
Given the initial exchange rate depreciation of some 70 basis points
shown in Figure 4, the German monetary authorities intervene to support the
mark and the money supply falls. Over time, the initial depreciation is
reversed and the money supply recovers. Prices and income follow the
monetary movements. The initial movement In the German exchange rate occurs
in the simulation because of an estimated J—curve pattern in the import
demand (relative—price—of—imports) equation. Since exports rise with the
rise in U.S. income and capital outflows fall with the fall in the U.S.
interest rate, imports plus the balance of payments surplus has to rise
given the identity. The balance of payments (intervention) is not very
responsive under floating rates so the dominant movement is an increase in
the value of imports. Since the demand curve is somewhat inelastic in
the short—run, the increase in value requires a substantial increase in the
domestic—currency price of imports. The more rapid growth in import pricesthan
dollar—denominated rest—of—the—world prices leads to a higher (depreciated) ex-
change rate.
For the Netherlands (Figure 5) under floating exchange rates, the
simulated effects are really trivial except for an export increase peaking
at 55 basis points as compared to about 75 basis points under pegged rates.
Again the exchange rate depreciates, but while the initial depreciation is
quite small it is curiously persistent even as U.S. prices rise relative
to Dutch prices.11
The United Kingdom (Figure 2) displays generally weak andapparently
perverse movements in the first year or so for the exchange rate, exports,
andreal income. This is due to the J—çurve phenomenon withan added
complication: The rapid growth rate of import prices increases expected
depreciation.This decreases therealquantity of money demanded in the
U.K. where a significant currency substitution effectwas estimated. The
resulting increase in the U.K. price level reduces exports.
Only for Canada (Figure 3) is the transmission under floating rates
broadly similar to that under pegged rates, excepting more frequent oscil-
lations. This is consistent with the unimportance ofprice movements
found for Canada in the pegged rate period.
Overall, transmission of a U.S. money shock is weaker underfloating
rates than pegged rates, although Canada is an exception. While there—
suits appear to be sensitive to the specification of themodel, one speci-
fication would suggest that a J—curve element in theimport—demand equations
can lead to surprising effects in a generalequilibrium model.12
III. Other Experiments
The implications of the Mark IV model have been further explored in a
set of five additional pairs of experiments. Two of these pairs compare
the effects under pegged and floating exchange rates of one—quartermoney
shocks (such as described in Section II) in Germany and the United
Kingdom.The other three involve a one—quarter increase of 0.01 (1 per-
cent of government spending) in the government spending shock in the United
States, Germany, and the United Kingdom, respectively.
In the pegged case, a one—quarter 100 basis point increase in the
Germany money—supply reaction function disturbance actually increases
German nominal money by some 75 basis points as seen in Figure 6; an in-
duced decrease in the balance of payments partially offsets the increase
in the disturbance term. The initial reduction in the balance of payments
is quickly reversed as increased inflationary expectations increase the
interest rate. The money supply effect peaks at 85 basis points and there-
after decays toward zero. The real income, price level, and export effects
are predictable given the movements in the nominal money supply. But un-
like the United States, no noticeable transmission to any other countries
is detected in the simulations (or graphed here): No variable inany other
country in any quarter deviates from the base simulation by as much as 10
basis points and peak effects on the order of 1 basis point or less are the
rule.
Under floating rates, the German money shock, has broadly similar ef-
fects except that the money supply drops quickly after the firstyear from
the 100—120 basis point range and then stabilizes in the 40—70 pointrange.
The exchange rate moves cyclically, first appreciating, then depreciating,13
and finally appreciating again. Again no transmission to other countries
is detected.'3
The results of the money shock experiment in the United Kingdom are
displayed in Figure 7. In the pegged case there is some tendency for the
money supply to be reduced by a falling balance of payments which is not
present in the floating case. The only remarkable results are the lack of
movement in the floating exchange rate and the (incredible) negative impact of a
money shock on U.K. real income.'4 Again there was no noticeable transmission
to other countries (on the 10—basis—point—peak criterion) to report.
The next set of experiments involve one quarter increases of 100
basis points in unexpected real government spending. This sort of govern-
ment spending shift is consistent with the policy regime for which the model
was estimated. However, the implications of this shock for the actual
level of real government spending differs according to the actual process
observed to govern the evolution of real government spending in each
country. Because the logarithm of U.S. real government spending appears to
follow a random walk with drift, the 100 basis point increase in real
government spending is implicitly a permanent one. The corresponding
German variable follows a first order moving average process which implies
thatthe level of real government spending is increased by 100 basis points
in the initial quarter but by only 25 basis points thereafter. For the
United Kingdom the pattern ismorecomplicated due to a second order auto-
regressive process, but the effect on the level of real government spending
is very nearly approximated by an initial 100 basis point increase anda
57 basis point increase thereafter.'514
Figure 8 shows rather similar effects for the U.S. government spending
shock in both the pegged and floating periods. Given the fact that income
is about four times government spending, the impliedpeak government spending
multiplier is about unity. The 15 basis point decline in the price level
reflects the fact that the estimated income effect on the demand formoney
exceeds the induced increase in nominalmoney. As might be supposed by
the trivial effects on the interest rate, exports, and balance ofpayments,
no noticeable transmission was detected.16
The United Kingdom experiment reported in Figure 9 isnearly trivial
in magnitude within the country the peak multiplier is about and there
is nothing to report by way of transmission to other countries. Recall
however that only about half of the Initial increase ingovernment spending
is implicitly maintained past the first quarter. ForGermany (where only
a quarter of the initial increase is maintained thereafter), none of the
peak effects within the country reach even10 basis points in either the
floating or pegged case. Naturally transmission to other countries is nil
even on a 1—basis—point—peak—effect criterion. This experiment is not
Illustrated here. It is interesting to note that for all three countries
the peak real income effect implies a multiplier of about untiy with
respect to the permanent change in real government spending15
IV. Conclusion and Implications for Future Research
Simulation experiments help us to understand the workings of a large
model in which the simultaneous and dynamic relationships are too compli-
cated to consider analytically. The results of the experiments tell us
something about how the world would operate for a given model specification
and coefficient values which are not inconsistent with a Bet of data. The
results maytellus somethingaboutthe way the world works, but they
surely tell us more about just what simplifications in our simple models
may lead to erroneous results.
Consider, for example, standard models in which an increased domestic
money supply leads to lower domestic relative to foreign interest rates
and a resulting adjustment process. This implicitly assumes that the
liquidity effect dominates any inflationary expectations effect on interest
rates during the relevant adjustment period. With relatively weak
liquidity effects and strong expectations effects as. estimated here, the
transmission and adjustment process does not follow standard lines.'7
The simulations confirm the apparent implications of the Mark III
estimates: International transmission of inflation through money flows is
a weak and slow process even under pegged exchange rates, with nonreserve
countries exercising considerable short—run control over their money sup-
plies. Of 'the four nonreserve countries examined, only Germany appeared
to quickly and passively adjust its money supply to a U.S. monetary shock
while forthe United Kingdom and Canadathe only simulated transmission
wasviaabsorption effects. Further when a German monetary supply shock
was simulated, overwhelming balance of payments flows were not simulated so
that substantialmoney, real income,and price effects were observed.16
Thesesimulations certainly do not disprove the usefulness of the monetary
approach to the balance of payments in the short run, but they do contri-
bute to a growing body of literature which raises questions about its short—
run usefulness.
While the international transmission after a U.S. monetary shock under
floating exchange rates was weaker than under pegged rates (Canada excepted),
the exchange rate movements were puzzling. They certainly do suggest that
the implications of short—run inelasticity of import demand (3—curves)
should be investigated further. If the world, like the Mark IV model, is
characterized by imperfect international substitutability among goods and
assets, J—curves mayplaya significant role in the adjustment and trans-
mission process.
The nonreserve money shock experiments revealed no significant interna-
tional transmission under either pegged or floating rates. Some monetary
approach writers18 have argued that an increase in these countries' domestic
credit would result in a generalized increase in the world money supply,
but this is incorrect for a system such as Bretton Woods tied to a fiat
reserve currency with reserves being dollar—denominated bonds.'9 Since
monetary transmission is nil under either pegged or floating rates, only
the very small Increase in world export demand is operative and this is
trivial in magnitude for a money shock in any one of these nonreserve
countries.
Thegovernment spending shocks were generally too weak in their domestic
effects to have any appreciable Impact abroad. The largest simulated effect
was in the United States with a peak government spending multiplier of about
unity. However, the initial one percent increase in realspending was all17
permanent in the United States, half permanent in the United Kingdom, and
one quarter permanent in Germany, with the peak multipliers in rough pro-
portion.
In conclusion, the simulation results suggest a great deal of national
economic independence under both pegged and floating exchange rates. These
results have been very puzzling to those of us associated with the NBER
Project on the International Transmission of Inflation. However they are
part of a consistent pattern emerging from the evidence. A first order for
research in international macroeconomics is to explain why the data fail
to disclose the strong transmission channels which we customarily assume.18
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Footnotes
'Collinearity is reduced where thecoefficients of various lagged
levels of a variable indicate that eithera sum or first difference is the
appropriate variable. Similarly a number of hypothesesimplying equality
of coefficients permitted combining terms intosimple logarithmic sums or
differences.
2Darby and Stockman (1980).
3This is fourmore identities than listed in the Mark III model: Two
of these define expectedmoney and exports based on last period's information;
these series are predetermined forpurposes of estimation but endogenous in
a dynamic simulation. A third identity defines logarithmictransitory in-
come which was written explicitly in the Mark III. The fourthdefines a
lagged prediction error term needed for dynamic simulation.Similar identi-
ties were added to all the other submodels to obtainconsistent dynamic
simulations.
4As isappropriate for a reserve country, the balance ofpayments was
found to have no influence on the U.S.money supply. See Darby (1980a,
1980c).
5Theequations are solved for exports, relative price of imports,
exchange rate, net capital outflows, and the balance ofpayments.
6Variables suchas real income, prices, and money are measured in
logarithms. The interest rates and unemployment ratesare decimal frac-
tions. Exports, imports, net capital outflows, and thebalance of payments
are all scaled by dividing by nominsi income. Shocks are deviations of actual
values from optimal ARIMA predictions of the variables.21
7The z3hort—runmoney demand function is adapted from Carr and Darby
(1981). It allows for money—supply shocks to effectmoney demand. In the
Mark III model a foreign interest rateadjusted for expected depreciation
was included to test for asset substitution, but thiswas significant only
for the United Kingdom and Japan and (atonly a 15% significance level)
France.
8See Lucas (1976).
dynamic simulation was performed for nine quarters. In adynamic
simulation, the input series are the exogenous variables plus the initial
conditions (endogenous variables before the beginning ofsimulation). The
values of endogenous variables within the simulationperiod are assigned
their predicted values. As is common for a large model withfew exogenous
variables, the cumulative errors in the endogenous variableseventu.ally
take the simulation off track. For the HarkIV, this is not a significant
difficulty until after the first two years. The pegged simulationsbegan
in 1962 III and the floating simulations began in 1971III; in each case
this Is the beginning of the feasible simulationperiod as determined by
all nonreserve countries maintaining firm dollarpegs or having broken from
them.
10
A basis point is 1/100 of a percentage point; so the basispoint
differences are the actual differences times 10,000. Note thatall the
variables are measured in units conformable formeaningful basis point
discussion.Pegged observations are plotted as squares; floatingas diamonds.
'1The simulationresults for France, Japan, and Italy were so erratic
as to be inexplicable. The peculiar estimated coefficients ——whichwe22
attribute to severe data problems for these countries——appearto be the
problem. See Darby and Stockman (1980).
12Theexchange rates are measured in domesticcurrency units per dol-
lar so an increase is a depreciation.
13
For example, the strongest simulated effectswere for the Netherlands.
The peak effects on real income were1basis point; on the money supply,
price level and interest rate0.2basis points; on the exchange rate
0.3basis point; on the balance ofpayments0.1basis point; and ——the
big one ——onexports 8basis points.
'4Thenegative coefficients on money shocks were not jointlysignifi-
cant in the Mark III model, but were retained in thereestimation of the
Mark IV model so that this channel was not foreclosed.
'5To beprecise, the implied increase in U.K. real governmentspending
compared to the base run for the first nine quarters is100, 56, 44, 63, 59,
55, 58, 58, and 57 basis points, respectively.
16Almostachieving our 10 basis point threshhold were 8—basis—point
peak increases in Canadian exports and real income. The simulatedresults
for other countries were generally sensible indirection but tiny in mag-
nitude.
17Dan Lee (1980) inhis dissertation has shown that Dornbusch's (1976) famous
overshooting result for floating exchange rates follows fromallowing
participants in the financial markets to have rationalexpectations with
respect to exchange rates but not prices: Recall that Dornbuschargued that
lower home interest rates after amoney supply increase must be balanced
by (rational) expectations of an appreciatingcurrency and this implies an23
initial over—depreciation. If the interest rate instead rises with (ration-
al) inflationary expectations, then expectations of depreciation areappro-
priate and the overshooting argument falls.
18See, for example, Swoboda(1976), Meiselman and Laffer (1975), and
Parkin and Zis (l976a, 1976b).
L9This point isdeveloped at length in Darby (l980c).FIGURE 1
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(f) Scaled Exports ——
(X/Y)2
Note: Vertical scales are in basis
points (actual deviations x
10,000).





















(g)Exchange Rate ——logE2FIGURE 3
Deviationsof Key Canadian Variables, from Base Simulations
American Money—Shock Experiments
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(e) Scaled Balance of Payments ——(B/Y)
Note: Vertical scales are in basis
points (actual deviations x
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(d) Short—Term Interest Rate——
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(a)Real Income ——logy8 (b) Price Level ——logP8
(c) Nominal Money ——logN8FIGURE 5 (Continued)
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(g) Exchange Rate ——logE8
Note: Vertical scales are in basis
points (actual deviations X
10,000).
Key: Pegged rate deviations
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Note: Vertical scales are in basis
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(g) Exchange Rate ——logE2FIGURE 8
Deviations of Key American Variables from Base Simulations
American Government—Spending—Shock Experiments
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(a) Real Income ——logy1 (b) Price Level ——logP1
Cd)Note: Vertical scales are in basis
points (actual deviations X
10,000).






(e) Scaled Balance of Payments ——
(B/Y)1 (f) Scaled Exports ——(X/Y)1FIGURE 9
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Note: Vertical scales are in basis







































THE MARK IV INTERNATION TRANSMISSIONSUMULATION MODEL
This appendix lists the Mark IV model.Table 1 defines the variables
used. Table 2 lists the Mark IV—PEG usedfor simulations in the pegged
period. Table 3 lists the Mark IV—FLT usedfor simulations in the floating
period. Note that the "Coefficient andParameter Values" list at the end
of each table contains a number ofextraneous coefficients which are ir-
relevant to the Mark IV model. The modelis resident in the TROLLsys-
tem at M.I.T. The Mark IV is asimplified version of the Mark III model
described in Darby and Stockman (1980).
A few notes on TROLL's modellinglanguage are in order: An asterisk indi-
cates multiplication. A negative numberin parentheses iediately fol-
lowing a variable denotes that the variable islagged that many quarters;
X(—l) EX1.The first difference operator isDEL(1: X) EX—X(—l).
Double equalsigns(==)areused for Identities with theexception of
permanent income identities.43
TABLE1
Definitions of Variables and Parameters in the Mark IV Model
Nominal income weight; share of country **intotal sample
nominal income.
Error terms for ARINA process of exchange—rate expectation forma-
tion as defined in model.
Expected annualized growth rate of the exchange rate from present
quarter to next quarter.
Expected annualized growth rate of the price level from present
quarter to next quarter.
Imports as a fraction of GNP.
Logarithm of the exchange rate measured in domestic currency
units (DCUs) per U.S. dollar (LNEUS 1).
LNG**U Innovation in the logarithm of real government spending based on
a univariate ARIHA process.
Innovation in money;LNMN** —LNMN**EX.
Logarithmof money stock measured in billions of DCUs.
Expectedvalue of LNHN** based on a univariate ARIMA process.
Logarithm of the price deflator for GNP (or GDP). These deflators
are measured in DCUs per 1970 DCU; so LNP** =0for 1970.












Balance of payments divided by GNP (or GDP if GNP is unavailable).
The balance of payments is on the official reserve settlements
basis.
Net capital outflows as a fraction of GNP.
XTOY** -ITOY**—BTOY**.)
Revaluation dummies with 0 everywhere except 1961 I, 1967 IV, or
1969 III, respectively.

















LNPIM**Logarithm of import price index. (LNPIM** =0for 1970).
LNPR** Logarithm of an index of foreign prices converted by exchange
rates into U.S. dollars per 1970 U.S. dollar. (LNPR** =0for
1970)
LNQIM**Logarithm of relative price of imports; LNPIM** —LNP**.
LNRPOILLogarithm of an index the real price of oil based on deflating the
dollar price of Venezuelan oil by the U.S. deflator. (LNRPOIL =0
for 1970)
LNYR** Logarithm of real GNP(orGDP if GNP is unavailable) measured in
billions of 1970 DCUs.
LNYR**P Logarithm of permanent income measured in billions of 1970 DCUs.
LNYR.R**Logarithm of an index of foreign real income (LNYRR**=0for
1970).
LNYRT**Logarithmic transitory income; LNYR** —LNYR**P.
PEGDIF**Logarithmic difference between actual and parity value of the
exchange rate.
R** Short—term nominal interest rate in decimal per annum form.
(Three—months treasury bill yield where available; but a long—
termgovernment bond yield had to be used for Italy.)
SGRPX1*l Variables used to simulate the expected—inflation—rate transfer
SGRPX1*2 functions.
T Time index (1955 I =1,1955 II =2,etc.)
UN** Unemployment rate in decimal form.
XP** Trend quarterly growth rate of real income used in computing
logarithmic permanent income.
XTOY** Exports as a fraction of GNP.
XTOY**EX Expected value of XTOY** based on a univariate ARIHAprocess.
XTOY**UInnovation in scaled exports; XTOY** —XTOY**EX.




ZP* Weight of current income in forming logarithmic permanent income
(taken as 0.025 in all cases).45
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M1t.. 0.11611 M1UK U.b0037 N2CA —0.00663
M2EN —0.06955 M2GE U.O537 M2IT —0.029
M2JA —0.03956 M2NE —0.07816 M2UK —0.02808
P131A 0.07509 M3FR —1.13931 N3CjE. —U.34b5
M3IT 0.16727 M3JA —0.871'7 M3NL
M3UK 1.20971 $4CA —0.30121 M4FN 1.42566
M4GL. 2.98731 M41r 0.1553 N4JA 3.9244
N4t'EE —0.10364 M4UK —2.03667 MSCA 0.16036 M5F —3.15593 II5GE —0.13434 MSIT —0.35633
MSJA —0.02198 MSNE —1.9'4b2 MSUK —0.98976
M6CA 0.31538 M6FR —0.39385 N6GI 0.10685
M6IT 0.15115 MÔJA 0.20401 N6NL —U.35o13
M6UK —0.20116 P 4. XPCA 0.012
0.01319 XPGL 0.01143 XPIT 0.01218
XIJA 0.0228 XPNE. 0.01161 XPUK 0.0067
X1-US 0.00866 Z?CA 0.025 0.025
ZPGE 0.025 IPIT 0.025 0.025
0.025 ZPUK 0.025 PUS 0.025
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TABLE3
The Floating Period Idel: Mark IV—FLT
SYMBOLDLCI.ARATIONS
INDOGENOUS:
bIOiCA BTOYFR BTOYGE BTOYIT BTOYJA BTOYNL BTOUK bTIjYUb CTO(.A CIUYIR C?UYGI. CIIJYIT
CIUYJA ClOThE CTOYUR CTOYUS GRLCAXLLLRtkitAltGk&.GLX1 GKk1IX11 kLJAX41 GMEhkX1I
GkLUKX11GRPXICA1 GKPX1Fk1 GkkXICk.l GMPX1ITL GRiXlJA4 (MFiIINkJ GMkAIIJaI GMPA1U1 li.OYCA
ITOYPK ITOYGE ITOYIT ITOYJAITOYNLITUYUK ITUYUi L.hkCA LNLFM LtdLULLNLVI'LM.JAINLhL. LRLUIILNMCAULNNFRU LNW..LULtNITLi LNhIAU LNPNA LNPNLALX L.bkhLU LNNMa LNNI.LA
LNMNGLt.MMNGIEX LNMNIT L.hMNITLX LNNMJA LtshIJIiLA LM.kNk. LNNNNE.LX LNNNUKLkNhUKLX LkMIsUS LNNIU5LXLkMUKU LNMUSIJ LNPCA LIEPER LNPGk. L.I*IMCAU*IPIFM L.tdINGL LNP1MIIL.NkINJA LNPIPN1.LNPIMuK LNPIMUS LP&VrLNPJAL.NINEL.NPkCALhLkFkLtIPkL LhPbtI1 L.kPRJA LkPMM. LkPhlJk LNPMUSLkPUI( LNPU6 LkIMCA LNINIh LbL1M4 LMIM11 L.MJMJAL.KGIPthL Lkl.IMUX
LNLINUS LNYRCA l.bYRCA&- LhYkFR LMYKFkP LNYkGL LPIYRGLP L1KITLkYKIIP LtMJA LMYJAP 1.NYkNl LNYRNLPLJIYMkCA LMYkFRLMYKKGL L.NYIMIT LIiYkkJA LNYathhL LNYMkUK LhYRkITh LhYMLCA
LNYMTFR LNYkTGE LNYRTITLNYWtJA L.NYRTMELNYkTUKLI4YNTUS LNYRUK LRYRUI(P LNYRUS Lt4YhSP RCARERRGL RI?RJARNE hUll RUSSGkPXIC1 5GkPXiI b(ikIXilt bGkPXlJ4 Uli11 UNW LiNUS XTOYCAXlOYCAEX XPOYCAU XTOYFR XTOYFkLXXTOYFN0 AIOYGI IITUYGLLX XIOYI..EU ATUVIl XlOYITIXXTOYITU JITOYJAX1OYJALX XIOYJAUX1(jYt.L UYNLLX XIUYNLL XI(JIUK XTUYUk1.A
XTOYUKUXTOYUS X?CYtJSE.AXIOYUSUXLCAIL ZIGEIL I1ITI aljA IINLLL k1UKLL ZIUS1L X21N.L
EX0GEN0US
LNIUSLNGCAU LNGFRU LNGGEULNGItULNGJAULNGN1.U LI4GUKULNGUSU LNRPOIL I
COEFFICIENT
A1CAA1LR ALGE Al!? ALJA ALNL AlOE A1US AlUIl AIUJA AlONE. AIULS AIICA Auth A1IL1
ALlI? AL1JA AIlNE. ALIUS AI2GL AL2NI.ALljI AlUSAI3GL A131I AL3JA A13N1. A141A A14LL A14JAAI4NLA2CA A2FR A2GE A2ITA2JA A2NE AUK AUS A3CAA3Fk A3GL A3N1.A3LiEA3US A4CAA4IIEA4USASCA MITASJAAN1. AHCAAbEdi.A6US A7Fh A7GL A71dL A1UE ANCA AdLL ANNE ANUS A9FR A9NE A9UICA9USSICA HLFk BIGE 511? S1JA NiNE. blUE BlUS BIUIE NIUJA
EIONE BIOUK B2CA B2FR b2GE b21? 52.3* BNL 52UKb2USL3CA 53.3* B3NE 1.3U1 5305 B4CA
541M B4GE B41? B4JA B4NL 14U11 54LS BCA BSEI( bGL bI1 SSJA ShidE BSUE •SUS NSCA
E6PR B6GE B6IT B6JA BSNE B6UK SbUS N7CA B7PR 57G1. 571?N7JAB7NL 5706 BN(.A SaGE. 581?B8JA B8NE BNUS B9CA B9GE 591? 69.3* S9NE CIFR CLUE CIUS C2OFR C200& C200S
C21FR C21UK C21US L22FR C220K C22US C23FR C23UK (.23U6 C24UE C24U6 C251k C25UKC2NUS
C27Fk C27U5 DOCA DOFR DOGE. DOlT DUJA LONE bOOK DUUS DICA 011k U1GE. OuT D1JA I1NL
D1UI( OiLS 0101? D1ONE 0100K D100S Dill? DuNE 1)1105 0121k Li12US 013N1. 0130i t.14LA
D14FR 014G1. 0141? D14JA 014NE D141JK 01405 Li1SCA bl5frk D1SJA D1SXL D1SUE 01506 i.iINJA D16US D2FR 02.3* 020K D2LS D3FR D3JA D3N1.0306D4CA D411 D4JA 1)4kb DSCA USJA 050K D5USD6CA DSrR D6UK 071? D7JA DNCA D9CA E1CA LIEN E1GL El!? L1JA B1RS 110K sios
E1OCA E11FR EI1NE L11UK £1105 £12FR E12JA 512N1. 1.120K 1.1205 E1311t £131? 1113.3* 1.130K
E14CA E14FR E14GE £141? E14JA E14NE 1.140K EISCA 1.151? £15011 &1NCA Ll6Pk ElbilL1NJA
E16NE £16011 E17CA 1.17.3* 117ME £170K ELNFM £1NGE LINJA t.lbUl(£I9CAk.1SJA E2CA £2PM
E2IT E2NE 1120$ £2OLJS 11210S 1.3CA L3GL L3EdE 1.3011 I4CA 1.41k 1.4!? E4RL 1.40111.5111.5kb
1150$. E6FR E61? E6JA E6NE L7GE 1.7.3* E7NE E8FM E8GE 1.5.3* 1.80$ L9Pk L9G1. FOCA FUE'k
LOGE P01? P0.3* LONE P0011 PODS PiCA F1FR P1GE FlIT P1.3* FiNE FLUE PIOUS F2PN P2OUS
F3CA P3FR F3GE F4G1. P4.3* P4005 P5005 F6CA FbFR PbGE FbI? 16.3* P6NE FNUK COCAGUIR
COGS GUI? GOJA GONE GOUlI COOS G1JA G1NE G1US ClOCk G1UGE G12W( Gl'S G2NE G2UK
G2OCA G2OGE G220K G22US C31I G31T G3JA G3NE C3OCA G3OGL G32lK G32U5 G4FRG411 C4JA C4t15GSFRGSIT GSJA GSNE G6CA GNFR G6GE Gb!? GbME G6UK GNUS GNE. GlUE GNCA 08th
GNGE GNJA G8UK G9CA G9FR G9GE EIUCA hUlk HOGE 1101? IIUJA NONE.110011 11005SIlk 1*101. 51.3* MiNE 1110111110$ HIOGE 1110.3*II1UNE. 11100K HIICA 8111k Hill? HIIUE III2CA 11121k
1112GE H12JA 1112145 H13CA 11131T 1113.3*H13NE5130K HL4JA HI4NE. hl4UIl II1SCA 8151k N1SGE H1SIT815011 8205 H3CA H3FR 1131? H3UK 8308 H4CA 114U1184U6 HSCA HSFR HSGL 1*511II5JA HSNE550K 86!? 563* H6NE MiCA H7FR 1111? 87.3* 57141.117011 IINCA801k 55Gb 5611 IINJA HSNI.880111180$II9CA 1191R 1191?119.3* lUCk 10114 IOGE. lull IUJA lONE. LOOK IUU8 IICA 111k I1GE. lilT 11.3* likE 11011 110$ !2US I3CA 11114 13US 14111 141? 143*1401. LSCA 1514515011 I5US I6CA I6FR 16G11 161? 16.3* I6NE bUll 1605 170$ JOCA JOPR JOGE.301? 303* JOkE 30011 JiCA .31.3* J1UJ( J4CA.32FR J2GE 321? J2NE .3311 .13kb 330K J4GE KUCA KOEkKOGE KOIT 1103* KONE 1100K 11005liCElINE 111*11 K1UCA 1110011 K1UU$ llhlFb K11IT KliNE1111011 1111051112!?1113CA 11131?KI4CA1.141k K141T 1114.3* K1414L 111401. 111406 KISCA
1115114 E1SIT 1115.1* K15bL 1115011 KiSUS K2CA 112111 1121? K2JA1.2141.11401. 11205 K3CAE3U1I 11305K4GE 1141? K4NE 114011 114U5 K5CA KSJA1.505CA 1161k1(6Gb KNIT 116.1*11614k K7JA
1171111118011 £9CA£9111 119G5 1191? K9JA 1191411119011 11905 MUCA MUIR NUGE (SUITMUJANONE.
NOOK MiCA MiLk NiCE Nil? P11.3* MiNE P110K N2CA M2Pk N2G5 P121? P12.3* M2N11 P120K M3CA
P131k P13Gb P131? P13.3*P13145 P130K M4CA P141k N4G5 P1411 P143* P145k. P140K MSCA P15111P1501.
P15!? P15.3* MSNE P15011 K6CA (461k N6GE PIN!? (56.3* P56kb(56011
PA kLAN E 1 E N
















12: Z1USII. 4'DEL(l :LNPUS)—GRPX1USI(—I)
13: GMPX1USI 4*(KQUS4K2US*LNMNUS(_1)+K305*L$I4NLJS(_2)+jc4US*DLL(1 :L.pUs(—1))+guMIm
+K9US'LNPUS(—1)4K1UUsLNpU$(—2)+K11UsLNMUsU(-1) ) 14U1Ub1L+X15U'Z1U51L(—1)












19: LNPIMUS •LNPD1US(—1)4F01JS+FIUUsDU(1:L1I4W(—1))+F20IbLLL(1 :LNk?OIL)+O'bLL(i
:LNYiRLJS+I4UIJSDEL.(1:flUY1S)+FUUS*bk.L(1 S LN1LS)
20: ITOYUS •IOUS+I1US*1TOYUS(_1)+I2US*LNYRUSP+13US*LPRTUS+I4US*YRTUS(_1)4I5t,S*L.k(.1MUS
+I6US'LNIMU5 (—1)+17U$'L.NQINUS (—2) +OLN(.jIHU$ (—3)
21: XTOYUS
U*LNPMUS(_1)+H8US*LNYkRUS+U*L,EkkUS(_1)+U*LNPUS.U*L.kb(_1)
















32: LNPRUK (DVU& (LNkU—L Wil+L.9cA (INPCA_LhLCA)+L9I* (LN EL—LM.Ik)+LVGk.' (LhP.—Lt4.L
33: Z1UK1L. •.4DEL(1:LNPUK'—GRPXIUKI(—1)






37: DLL(1 :UNUK)C1uK+C2UuKDLL(1 :LNUK)+C1UKDkL.(1 : RU(—1))+C22UK5LL(1
LNYKUK(_2))+C23UK*DEL(1 : iUL(—3))+C24UM5LI.L(1:LRUK(—4))+C25Ut5b.L(1 :UdYHUK(
—5))
3b: DEL(1 :L.NMI'iUK)
) )+E17UK*(1*(6TOyUK(_1)4bTQK(_2)) )4E16UK (BTIjK(—3)+b1(jYLaIc(—4))
39: RLK
+U*X .YUKU(—2) +U13*Xi(JYtJU(_3)






























LhCCAU4bbCALNGCAU (-2 0CALtGCAU (—:4)
63: DEL(l LNLCA) —F0CA+F1CA*LLL(1: L DiCA)+3CA*tJE.L(1 : Ll,kPjjb)—FICAbk.L(1 :
84: LNQIMCA —

















'7: L.WPRFk—(DVUS*(LNHJS—LNEUS)4DVOK' (LNkULNLUa(+L)VCA (LtPCA_LtLCA)4D9(E*
7b: Z2J41 •Gk'X1FR1—SGRpX1fr'1
E(,hi-X1F1 4*(KUF+K2F*jL(j : L :
60: GRPX1FR1
81: GREFRX11 4*(1*(M0F+h1F*LL(1 :LNk1h)+ti2iDEL(1:
:L kfr)+Pb}KLLL(1 : Ltkht)))
82: LNPFR •B1FR+LNMNFR+62FR*LRFk?+ULNkT +B4F4*Fj(+B10Fk*
83: LJ4YRFR•
LNGFRU(—2)+A11FR*X1OYFRU






87: DLL(1 : L.NEFR) —F0FR+F1Fi'UEL.(I:U4PIPlFh)+F3Fk%*bLL(j:LNkkO1L)—FJKb&t.(1 : LM'Fit
68: •
— :L.NEFk!














102: Z1GE1L 4'IEL(l :LNkGL)—GRx1GE1
103: G}U'k1Gl •. 4(K0C+K1GL(LNCEX—LNM L(—1)#I(4,b&LL(1 :
K9GL* (Lt PGL(—1)—L tGL(—2 I
104: G1LGLX21 •. : L :








109: bEL(1 :LNLGLI •FUGE4ILGILLL(]: L 1hLL+I3(L*I.,LL(1 : 1L.)+4C..E*bLL(J LtYG_llc[.*LL(1:Ll1CE
ito:




113: CTCYGE • LjTO)+ULk1(+ GOGE*bEL(1 : : kK(L)+tlUGL*bLL(1 : hGL)+U0L.L(1 : DLL(1 :RGE(_2))4G2OGL*&EL(1 : RLJS)40*bLL(1:kLiS(—1!)+U*LLL(1 :














125: SGkPX1I14(I(OIt+K2TTDLL(1 z : M1Ifr1))+k1TbtL.1 :
LhpIT(_1))+K11IT*LhN1TU(_I)+Kl21TLhMIU(_2I+1311*L.tdtI1U(_3))
126: Gk1X11t1 SGkX1I14K141T'Z1I1(1)+15It'Z11T1(2)
127: GkEIIX11 4*(1*(I101T41111*1iLL(1 : Lk1P1T)+Ii21T*UI.L(1 ;LNhu1L4+I31LILL(1
LNRkIT+N4IT*DEL(1 : 1TOIU+M511*ULL(1 : LMkI1)+h61*DLL(1 :Uk.IT)))









132: DEL(1 :LNEIT)—F0IT+F1IT*bL(1:LNPIMIT)F111DLL(1: LttPhIT)
133: LNcjIMIT •1DIT+I11T*1YIT+I41T*LNkTI14IbIT*L.t4çj1M1t(_1)
134: BTOYIT •JOIT4J2ITDEL(1: Lt4E1T)4J3ITDLL(1 : LNLIT(—1))
135: XOYIT


























LLL(1: L8LJItHIJA+F1.JA*LLL(l :L DiA)+k4JA'LL(1 : LNkKwA)_1.JA*bLL(1 : Lt'ikuJA
LNCIPJA•1UJA+1JJtA+I4JALtJA4I6J1L.t.It1JA(U63
157: BTOYJA —JUJA+JIJABTOYJA(—1)
1 56: XTO'JA •bUJA4HIJA NEJA+H5JALNIkOIL+h6JA T)A+h'JA1+hbJAX1(JA (—1) +b9JAA.1A
(—0 +bLUJA'LN 4A+HL2JA'bP4YkfrJA+H1 3JALhliA(—1)4li14JALJA












169: LNPRNE-—(DVUS'(LNPUS—LNLUS)+UVUK (LNkUK—LhLU+bVCA (l CA hk.CA)+UVfrh(PLt4t1
(LNFII—IA'itlT)4DVJAtIJA—LtJA) )*1/(1_DVNL)+1.163b
10: Z1NLIL ——4'UEL(l: U1PNE)—GRPXINL1(—1)
l'l: GNPX1NLI —.4*(KlJNE,K1NELNMNNLU(+K2.kE*LNhNNL._1)+K4NL*L1U..t1: LR(_1!)48bNL*1tZ,L(
—1)+K9NLbLL(1:bNPNL(_1))+K11*MN&U(_1))+K14NL.1t4L1L+81SN*Z1NLlL(_I)
172: GRLNEX1L 4(1(JUNE+M1NE*0EL(1 : LNPIMNE)+M2NE.*DEL(1 : Lh1PO1L)+M3NLDEL(1
LNYRRNk4Il4NEDEL(1 :ITOYkL)+NSNLLLL(1: LN NL)+N6NLULL(i :








177: DEL(1 : LNENE) —FU1IE+FItIEDLLII: L8PIMNE)_FINE*DEL(1 : LNPRNL)
178: LNQIMNE •I0NE+I1NEITOYNE+ISNELNRTNL(1)+I6NLl.NQIl4NEfr1)





COEFF1C1IT AtD PAMANETER VALUES
A1CA 0.010803 A1FR 0.012619 A1GE 0.010821
AlIT 0.011699 AIJA 0.020614 AlbI. 0.009964
*1011 0.005561 A1US U.007o64 A1UCA —0.01349
A1UFR 0.016439 A1OGE 0.013896 AIUIT 0.025164
AIOJA —0.026697 AlONE 0.035157 *10011 —0.023974
MOOS 0.067441 AI1CA 0.b79US Allill 0.213191
A1IGE 0.296236 AI1IT —U.3b3459 AI1JA —1.91914
A1INE 0.097619 AI1LiK 0.189603 *1105 0.717539
AI2CA 0.164836 A121k1 —U.'15374 A12(.L —0.23778
AI2IT —0.044277 A12JA 0.349852 A1sNL —0.064006
*12011 0.42402 A12US 0.532314 A13CA —0.020676
A13FR U.015316 AL3GE —0.333226 A13IT —0.227114
AL3JA —1.15516 A13NE 0.104741 *13011 —0.21287
*1305 —0.0415 A14CA 0.54470' AI4F&t U.121494A14GE —0.514582 AI4IT —0.465403 AI4JA —1.095e A14W6 —0.113143 AI4UK 0.006859 A14LIS —0.925131 A2CA 0.134071 A2Fl U.1Ul A2cL 0.04147 A21'r 0.02401 A2JA —0.036396 A2NL 0.090174 ?i2UK 0.240655 A2US 0.088659 A3CA U.244oo A3FE —0.264110 A3GE 0.3446*' A311 U.093b1 A3JA 0.142673 A3PL 0.241104 A30K —0.18449 A3US 0.967393 A4CA 0.177733 A41k 0.068790 A4G. 0.069415 A41T 0.079064 A4JA 0.1083 A4NE 0.094424 A4UK U.040359 A4LJS U.548935 ASCA 0.075535 A5FR 0.10011 ASGL —O.u17s ASIT 0.266542 ASJA 0.211515 A5L —0.03800 ASUK —0.026207 ASOS —0.04104 6CA 0.193415 A6FR —0.055212 AOGE U.04078 AOIT —0.01757 A6JA 0.088371 A6NL 0.006019 AOLJK —0.126895 A6US 0.935403 A7CA —0.004872 A7Fl 0.072732 A'GI. —0.036326 A'IT —0.001348 A7JA 0.044260 A7NL. 0.037422 ALJK 0.174624 A700 —0.03441,6 AOCA —0.149956 AOFF( 0.U074b A8GL 0.0302*1 A8IT 0.000596 AOJA —0.019563 A8tE —0.031161 AOUK 0.027366 A800 0.13o711 A9CA —0.02029 A9FR 0.049895 A9GI. —0.00762 A91'l —0.001628 A9JA 0.044973 A9NE 0.016572 A9UK 0.118697 A9UO 0.05507 OICA 0.119397 L111 0.0547* SIGE. 0.073547 buT 0.206264 OLJA 0.446139 818K —0.005675 210K —0.151938 8100 0.083905 BIOCA —0.056102 B1UF 0.029941 ObOE. —0.000847 BIUIT —0.037786 O1tIJA 0.080375 8101.16 0.000617 6100K 0.078628 oious —0.001131 82CA —0.21*794 B2EM —0.018392 b2OE. 0.Ub3613 0211 —0.069662 O2JA —0.201664 621.oE —0.001635 040K —0.046694 820S —0.022227 E3CA —U.152691 03FR —0.018000 83GE. —0.006227 031T —0.042954 E3JA —0.065941 8386 0.107645 830K —0.276035 6306 —U.U9u72 B4CA 0.244962 b4F1 0.462903 b4Gt. 0.023618 841T 0.160445 L4JA 0.95586 04N6 —0.013744 040K 0.504004 B4US 0.346502 OSCA 0.628704 25FR —0.996466 8506 —0.935252 851T —0.9476*4 BSJA —0.827685 OSNE —0.890964 BSLJK —0.072934 6508 —0.9906 OOCA —1.07606 661.6 —0.724769 E6GK —1.01676 BOlT —1.24523 ObJA —0.988582 8686 —0.977966 bbL,j( —0.689923 6606 —0.745851 O7CA —0.2b'171 b1.6 —0.2304b 0106 —0.141731, E'IT —0.191914 1.7J/l —0.356842 b'NL —0.451249 670K 0.037365 L1L —0.393195 OOCA —0.271711 Lo16 U.024b27 6806 —0.311123 Loll —0.376015 —0.312743 LONL —0.621455 LOU,. —0.151933 6000 0.169632 L9CA —U.63572o t.ki 0.04942 69c,L —0.30863] 6911 —U.151u63 L9JA —0.209714 6966 —0.309134 L91j6 —0.167466 6906 0.010405 C1FN 0.001042 CIUK 0.002293 ClUb 0.004693 CIUFN —0.033332 0200k —U.Ub7536C2U —0.198491 C21FR —0.036075 0210K —0.032401 0210s —0.181741 C221.'i —0.024205 0220K —0.064932 C2206 —U.05U47 C4311.1 —0.011601 C23UI. —0.054061 C2300 —0.063531 C24ER —0.003691 C240K —0.041132 C24US 0.059092 C2SF6 —0.010117 C250x —0.01505 C2506 0.01771* C2616 0.000474 C2OUK —0.005727 C2606 —0.027592 C271K 0.0072 C271Jk 0.000353 C271J0 —0.061'uS O9CA 0.046296 OV}1< u.u'722[ UVUL 0.bO7uul OVIT 0.040061 UVJA U.lU'09 IJV&. 0.01b771 090K 0.063207 LJVLJS 0.531464 000A 0.002086 bOEN 0.003366 L'OGL 0.003628 0011 —0.002471 L.OJA —0.000932 001.6 0.003585 bOOK U.0U3u1 Ij006 0.010009 D1CA 0.049*93 bilK U.u'3o74 0106 0.2312o bill U.027uu VIJA 0.021117 0166 —0.043995 0106 0.009035 0106 U.434s7 OIUCA —0.00b63 D1UFN 0.20013 b1OGL 0.20221 DIOIT 0.239529 DIOJA 0.007364 01066 0.137002 0100K 0.192506 01008 0.508014 O1LCA 0111.1. 0.12238 D11GL —0.24156 01111 0.161751 DLIJA —0.025161 L.111IL 0.06167 D1IUK 0.01840' 01106 0.23591 D12CA —0.013955 012lK 0.194500 01206 0.0877 D12IT 0.054145 D12JA 0.025o61 01266 0.03381 b120K —0.003936 bl2Ub 0.544253 D13CA —0.032712 0131.6 0.070'S 01306 —0.24942 01311 —0.009773 b13.j/ 0.002261 01366 U.04bu54 01308 0.213998 01300 —U.213'lb D14CA U.9*1b3 014F1. 0.763452 UI4GL 0.'62o4 01411 1.02768 D14JA 0.983108 0141.6 0.'99920 b14U8 0.b2SoSo DI4US 0.539202 D1SCA —3.49e16'L—US OlSFh 0.000154 015G6 3.6455506—05 DiSIT 1.9603'oL—US U1SJA —2.14442b1—US 01588 0.000151 lilStji( o.Uoblo3 otSus —6.0917966—06 DI6CA 0.0059'o 0161.1.1 0.0124 61606 —v.06953
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